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After a woman claims she's pregnant with Wade O'Riley's love child, major league baseball's most celebrated catcher and ladies man is slapped on the wrist by management and ordered to improve his image. His enforcer is the team's publicist, the tough and sexy Samantha McNeed.

When Wade needs a date for a celebrity wedding, Sam steps up to the plate as his girlfriend—
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with free delivery worldwide slow heat jill shalvis 9780425233665 we use cookies to give you the best possible experience, slow heat took me a
day to finish so to say i enjoyed the book is an understatement now i do admit to being partial to a sports themed contemporary romance but seriously this book hit a home run out of the park for me right from the first chapter shalvis starts each chapter with a baseball quote and chapter ones quote had me smiling,
m on a sports romance kick lately and heard this one was good so i gave it a shot not even realizing it was part of a series although it is a stand alone at first i felt like i d stepped into the middle of a story since
sam and wade clearly have some background established before the
Jill Shalvis brings back the hot and sexy boys of summer in Slow Heat. Wade O’Riley, catcher for the Pacific Heat, had gotten bad press once again. Some groupie claims she is carrying his love child. Public relation for the Heat, Hatch a full-proof plan. Wade has to pretend to be involved with the team’s publicist, Samantha Menead.
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expansion team the heat the guy seemed oblivious to pressure laid

back and easygoing he took everything as it came with a grain of salt
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probably you, 4 quotes from slow heat pacific heat 2 i can see why you d be confused seeing as you ve acted like a complete ass jill shalvis slow heat 28 likes like tag opened the door to his knock and with a look of disappointment peered behind wade you got someone better coming over wade asked him,

shalvis she occupied him by taking him to the electronics aisle where

she called wades house to no avail as tag picked out a light saber that

made the most god awful obnoxious sounds on earth stand back

earthling tag demanded and playfully jousted samantha in the gut
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